Misreading the Deeper
Current: The Limits of
Economic Rationality
John Hinkson

The timing of John Hewson’s Liberal strategy for a ‘new’ Austra
lia is impeccable. Those policies which worked so well for the
Hawke-Keating Government since 1983 are now visibly falling
apart. The economy which seemed to work miracles in the 1980s,
especially in the creation of jobs, is so battered that commentators
now speak openly of a depression. Unemployment is at levels
which have no comparison except with the 1930s depression, and
the Australian public is deeply disaffected. What better circum
stances could a politician with a vision hope for?
Fightback!, the strategy document of the Liberal-National Party
coalition, has already made its mark. Its propositions for a further
shift towards the market, the privatization of statutory corpora
tions, and small government are hardly novel. Yet, in the circum
stances of our time, their incorporation into a comprehensive
plan, which combines a consumption tax with radically altered
taxing provisions for business and significant personal tax cuts,
promises novel developments. In a practical political sense, the
strategy’s impact is inseparable from its ability to step into the
void, now evident in the public attitude towards Labor, and offer
not simply policy alternatives but ‘another way’.
Superficially, this is achieved by Hewson pushing the logic of
economic rationality a stage further than Hawke or Keating have
been willing or able to do. That is, the reliance on the market to
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order society is taken well beyond what deregulation has meant
for Labor. The image of a ‘new’ Australia is created: a lithe and
efficient Australia ready to engage the international order,
unburdened by the labour movement’s triumphs of the past and
the weight of excessive taxation. Economic rationality is presented
as our only choice.
What is the attraction of economic rationality? It certainly
seems to have compelling appeal for it has led Australia, and so
many other countries, down much the same road for ten years or
more. Initially emerging as a strategy of monetary control called
monetarism, economic rationality has become the central political
concept of the last decade. In terms of prosperity one could hardly
say it has brought more than momentary success; indeed it is
blamed by growing numbers of people today for the plight of
economies round the world. Yet politicians and their publics
return to it again and again.
If we accept the claims of some that economic rationality is a
simple return to the ideas of Adam Smith, we gain little insight
into its contemporary popularity; into those compelling qualities
which today make it an unavoidable reference point in the shaping
of policy. I will argue that the attraction of economic rationality in
recent times has been generated out of novel and deep-going
material developments. The logic which controls the actors on ‘the
level playing field’ works within a frame larger than that of the
classical capitalist market; the level playing field is a product of
real transformations in social relations and meanings post-dating
the classical market. Not only do Paul Keating and John Hewson fail to grasp the significance of this shift, but our critical
interpretations of economic rationality also fall short. They typic
ally reduce it to meanings associated with the market of Adam
Smith, even if that market is said to take an ‘expanded’ form
today. Both the liberal interpretation and the marxian critique of
the market are fundamental misreadings of the nature and
significance of contemporary economic rationality. As a first stage
of analysis, a number of clues about this change can be gleaned
from contemporary political rhetoric. Even here, in the language
of politicians and commentators, some clear differentiations be
tween nineteenth-century economic rationality and that of today
come to light.
For example, in political language today we do not find merely
a recognition of the importance of the market, conceived as a
relatively isolated formation, for social arrangements. Rather the
common rhetoric suggests that the market now invades the very
substance of what we do. One instance of this is the widespread
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reference to ‘players’ in relation to today’s economy. This is now
quite familiar in references to ‘market players’, as in the share and
currency markets. Certainly, to conceive of buyers and sellers in a
market as players engaged in a game is not especially novel. But
reference to the player goes far beyond this usage, encompassing
the work process itself.
Implied here is a quite different role for the market than that
envisaged by Adam Smith. Indeed I will argue that the change is
so profound that a new question moves into the foreground: has
the familiar market of modernity been superseded? If it once
made sense to refer to the market in terms of the distribution of
the social product on the one hand, and its effects on production
through the selling of labour power on the other, in our setting
what we refer to as the market enters into the very nature of the
productive task. Adam Smith could hardly have referred to
farmers and industrialists, the economic producers, as players.
But increasingly in our work settings we do take on the
qualities of the player. At the leading edge of production and also
now in many of its core processes, in a certain sense we no longer
work with materials but play with images. To be more precise, the
manipulation of image now sits at the centre of material produc
tion. And with the internationalization of economies, a feature
contemporaneous with this latest phase of economic rationality,
the question of whether Australia is to be a ‘player’ constantly
arises. What does it mean that today, for numerous tasks, econ
omic rationality refers to processes for which no distinction
between work and play can be made?
The idea that the rhetoric of the player as it is related to notions
of economic rationality is historically novel is strengthened if we
consider another popular contemporary political reference, the
‘number’. ‘An unambiguous good number’ was the regular
triumphant cry of the Treasurer, Paul Keating, before recent
realities forced him to adopt a more sober rhetoric. And if the
note of triumph is not quite so audible now, it is significant
that he still seeks to ‘pin the inflation number’. We all now await
the next ‘numbers’ to come in. Political comment has become a
cycle of anxious preoccupation with the latest economic figures.
What is the trade deficit? How high is Australia’s debt? What is
the level of unemployment or the ‘inflation number’?
One would be hard put to argue that numbers are new, or that
the market has never before promised to order our economic
priorities around the number. Yet our ability in recent times to
process numbers and to take hold of nature by resort to the
number, or the mathematical equation, has been radically en114
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hanced. This aspect of economic rationality today is carried in the
computer revolution where our ability to calculate has multiplied
at an exponential rate; and in the more general revolution within
the sciences, called the information revolution, whereby the
‘natural’ is recast in terms of mathematical information before
being manipulated.
The meaning of these terms — the player and the number — is
further illuminated if we reflect on the way they come together in
the media event. The ‘unambiguous good number’ is always a
media happening. The ability to produce the number which has
dramatic effect is one key to survival in media politics — to the
creation of an appropriate image for a political career. Similarly
with elections: the media event is tied to the dramatic number
able to be revealed on the screen in an instant. Even the image is,
technically speaking, a construction of numbers. It is significant
that John Hewson was not taken seriously by the media until his
numbers came up; that is, in terms of the computer modelling
undertaken to produce Fightback! Politics and the economy
appear increasingly to be reduced to and represented on the
screen.
These are not matters which are usually associated with econ
omic rationality, but potentially they give quite different meanings
to the market and to that notion which has captured the imagina
tion of politicians from both Left and Right: the ‘level playing
field’. The ‘level playing field’ relates to no familiar or conven
tional logic of the market. It represents a real development in
markets, one which it is critical to grasp for any understanding of
economic rationality today. The new composition of markets — of
‘players’, the radically expanded role of the number, and the
media — suggests the need for new ways of interpreting the muchannounced re-structuring of the economy.
It is a mistake to view John Hewson’s Fightback! as an expres
sion of economic rationality if the implication is that is displaces
something which is not economically rational. It is a mistake to
view Labor as having ‘gone economic rational’ during the 1980s
if what is meant is that it moved towards market solutions. It is
not that these observations are completely wrong. Rather, they
substantially miss the point if the meaning of economic rationality
in contemporary circumstances, including its hold on our social
imaginations, is taken as the key question. An evaluation of John
Hewson’s Fightback! or the rise of economic rationality within
Labor’s Australia requires that we broach some basic questions.
The simple market-oriented view of economic rationality can give
us some insight, but it does not allow us to comprehend the
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kind of social dislocation and potential social unrest which are
integral with our present economic plight. This argument will add
to our reasons for concern about the shift in politics represented
in the emergence of Fightback!. Rather than simply referring to
the penalties and consequences for some groups of a shift to
market-oriented policies, we may say that economic rationality
today is integral with a basic recasting of the divisions between
social strata.
Rethinking Economic Rationality
The economic circumstances which carry the threat of depres
sion today, and what has become known as economic rationality,
have a common history through the 1980s. If we are to under
stand Hewson’s Fightback! and its implications we must refer to
some of the elements of this recent historical context. It is only in
retrospect that we can see the full import of what gave the 1980s
their particular character, a setting which Hawke and Keating
largely worked within, only shaping it around the edges. In this
section I will consider the changed social structure to be related
to a basic shift in the nature of the market which I will refer to as
the emergence of the postmodern market. This itself is integral
with a larger development which takes in the mode of production
as well. Associated with the influence of technological changes, our
whole way of living is undergoing a transformation which calls for
a recasting of modes of social interpretation. But before taking up
these matters we need to turn to the money boom of the second
half of the 1980s, and see how it made its own particular contribu
tion to the ‘success’ of economic rationality.
The degree to which the 1980s were shaped by a money boom
is a matter we can only now evaluate sensibly. The history of the
boom remains to be written but we can safely say that it emerged
with the irresponsible policies of the United States during the
Reagan years and their consequences in the world economy. These
years saw low taxes, the highest interest rates in US history,
enormous borrowings to finance consumption expectations, lack of
budget discipline, and then a great release from the high interest
rate regime. However the details of these developments come to be
elaborated in their own right, we must also bear in mind the
structural consequences of a money boom; in particular, the
expression of the structure of the new situation in the individual
euphoria which enhanced market relations support.
There are various ways of talking about this latter phenomenon.
Some commentators are content to denounce the greed which has
broken out in society. The so-called high-fliers of the 1980s — the
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Bands and Skases — are seen as personally greedy. But what may
be perceived simply as greed can be seen better as the heightened
self-preoccupation of individuals inserted in relations structured
by flows of money. Relations of this type are especially open to
calculation for in a sense one can ‘count’ their value. In the
tenuous and temporary conditions of a money boom the individual
experiences a liberation from the constraints of relations
to others except via the abstract relations of the market.
Here are the contours of a certain limited culture, one which sees
itself as grounded in market relations alone; in a world ordered
exclusively by the market calculus. This is, without doubt, an
important element in what is commonly referred to as economic
rationalism. This kind of setting is one condition for the emer
gence of an Elliot or a Holmes a Court, and also for the emer
gence of all those who engaged in property and share speculation
in the largely illusory pursuit of ‘easy money’.
However, to say ‘money boom’ is to domesticate a phenomenon
which defies easy comprehension. In the West we have had a
history of money booms and there is a body of theory which
attempts to explain them; to say ‘money boom’ allows us to
assimilate what has happened by reference to other historical
experiences. But while such references are quite useful, they can
only offer partial explanations of our recent experience. For
intertwined with and generally enhancing the money boom of the
1980s has been the communications revolution, a technological
revolution which post-dates earlier versions of the money bubble.
The communications revolution is an expression of a special
kind of social relation which elaborates and facilitates markets.
Here I am speaking of the idea of social extension, of how certain
technological media help to construct settings for relations ex
tended beyond those of the face-to-face. The printed word, for
example, can extend our relations by the medium of the book.
But whatever may be said about the scope of the printed word, the
power and compelling force of the communications revolution
marks it off as embracing a medium which extends our social
points of reference as never before.1 The communications revolu
tion has affected other aspects of the social structure, but the
market is a crucial sphere of its influence. Indeed it has made
such a mark here that it would now seem to be a mistake to
simply refer to ‘the market’: we have experienced the first eruption
of a new phenomenon, the postmodern market.

1, See Geoff Sharp, ‘Constitutive Abstraction and Social Practice’, Arena
no. 70, 1985, for a discussion of the meaning of social extension.
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In the postmodern market there is certainly the kernel of the
familiar experience of the market and the money boom, but the
new form also gives expression to new forces which radically alter
our social order. The first characteristic of the postmodern market
is now familiar enough for it refers to the sheer speed of trans
actions which the new technologies facilitate. In this respect it is a
market which is more powerful globally by virtue of its ability to
transcend space. This is one reason why our world is now some
times referred to as a global village.
The second characteristic of the postmodern market is not so
obvious. Here I am referring to the new market’s ability to assimi
late spheres of life which have always been outside the market
relation. One example currently is the marginal development in
human affairs of in vitro fertilization. The more powerful post
modern market can offer solutions to problems which were for
merly resolved through social forms which did not involve
technological intervention.
Perhaps most importantly of all in terms of immediate impact is
the way the mass media remake our cultural relations. This is a
process which has been traced back, in some of its aspects, to the
nineteenth century. But what is unique in the postmodern market
is the way identity and the cultural lifestyle as commodities are
tied up with technological developments which allow the easy
transmission of the image through the mass media. Under these
conditions image is, firstly, increasingly differentiated from the
self and, secondly, within the realm of a medium which defines its
own ‘reality’, the major preoccupation of the self. In other words,
the media draw self and other into a set of relations which are
structured like a market: the fleeting relations of buyer and seller
come to be reconstituted and generalized — through the medium
of the technologized image — with fundamental significance for
how to live. The cultural lifestyle, in the form of fleeting
relations of self and other in most spheres of social interchange,
becomes the model of how we are to live. And within these terms
we can only choose between differently packaged possibilities.
This market would be unrecognizable to Adam Smith.
Finally, the postmodern market is characterized by a radically
enhanced flow of commodities, commodities generated by hightechnological processes. Importantly, this illustrates how it is not
only the market which is affected by these new developments, but
also the productive system, along with the cultural formation of
persons generally.
These developments need to be integrated into any perspective
that attempts to grasp the nature of what we so readily call econJ18
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omic rationality. As long as we are speaking of markets in a con
ventional sense, this recommendation will probably present few
problems. After all, economic rationality and the calculus of
market relations are closely intertwined historically. If the market
has enhanced power by virtue of a technological revolution, to
speak of enhanced economic rationality is not too problematical.
But it is not that simple, for the processes to which I am pointing
in the term postmodern market represent more than a market
calculus. As technologies, these processes carry a set of abstract
techniques which could facilitate, or be circulated in, a market, or
could be employed by a bureaucracy or any other form of power.
They transform market settings, but also social settings generally,
and relations of power. In this aspect the critical element is not the
postmodern market, as a discreet phenomenon, but the character
istics of the social strata able to produce a calculus much stronger
than that of previous market forms.
To speak of economic rationality in this way, with reference to
a set of techniques which do not simply exist in a social vacuum
but are integral with the emergence of a particular social stratum,
raises some very basic questions indeed. It is not merely a matter
of naming certain groupings; it is also one of having the conceptual
framework which does justice to the character of their distinctive
social practice.
It is not possible to pursue these questions here,2 but it should
be said that we will not be able to grasp the nature of the dis
tinctive contribution to economic rationality of the information
revolution until we examine the special character of intellectual
technique and practice; especially the extended forms of inter
change within which intellectuality moves and into which it tends
to draw the whole of society. It is just this development — which
has gained momentum progressively since the Second World War
— which allows one to refer to the emergence of strata of intellec
tually trained people who, personally, and in terms of the tech
nique they elaborate, begin to displace the old working class. It is
this grouping which carries the possibility of the calculus of a
high technology, one which abstracts in mathematical form more
powerfully than that of any prior technological form. And it is
the lack of empathy of these strata for industrial forms of produc
tion which reinforces that tendency of free market ideology to seek
the ‘level playing field’ and the collapse of tariff walls. The inter2. For a more elaborate discussion of these issues see Sharp’s ‘Constitu
tive Abstraction’ and articles written over many years in Arena by its
editors.
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nationalized postmodern market de-industrializes production; it
carries the productive logic of the emergent strata.

‘Economic rationality’, then, cannot be a useful point of refer
ence for the interpretation of social developments unless it is seen
to operate in two ways. The first relatively narrow notion refers to
the familiar usage, that of an emphasis upon market solutions as
opposed to government intervention in social and economic affairs.
The observation that Hewson’s Fight back! pushes the logic of
economic rationality further than that of Hawke and Keating
carries this assumption, as do the recent conflicts within the
conservative forces over economic rationality. In this debate econ
omic rationality refers to the market strategy, to a thorough
reliance upon the market as a mode of social ordering which
minimizes the role of the state. On the Right this debate hinges
on whether such an approach is sufficient to provide a viable
social order or whether some form of strong state role is needed
to stabilize the economy and culture — not to mention the polity.
The second meaning of economic rationality engages more basic
issues. Not only does it refer here to a change in social, political
and economic affairs — in short, the social structure, it also leads
to shifts in our basic assumptions of how we should live and relate
to others.
The ‘Clever Country’ and the ‘Accord’ illustrate the significance
of these issues. The Wages and Incomes Accord is not ‘economic
ally rational’ at all if one uses the market as the model of econ
omic rationality. It is a restriction on the ‘free’ market. But if
economic rationality is given the broader meaning suggested
above, the Accord is easily seen as a strategy of economic manage
ment associated with the rise of the intellectually trained and the
increasing dominance of their techniques in political and economic
settings. The ‘Clever Country’, on the other hand, does more
easily fit within an interpretation of the ALP being committed to
the market. For that strategy can be argued to draw education into
an expanded market: the products of research are to be sold on
the market and the institution is more likely to be privatized or
forced to survive by means of market exchange. But it is precisely
this interpretation which misses the point, for we are speaking here
of no mere expansion of the market but of a fundamental change
in its character. Those ideas of the market as regulator of social
life which we associate with the tradition of Adam Smith, which
seem to be of renewed relevance in the present, in fact effectively
serve to obscure the far more profound processes of change which
are shaping contemporary life.
120
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The new association between education and the economy,
which lies at the heart of the ‘Clever Country’ and is seen as an
example of economic rationality today, typically is interpreted
within the terms of the various critiques of the market of Adam
Smith. This takes ‘education’ as a given, as it does the ‘market’,
whereas both of them are in fact set within a new context which
requires that both be interpreted anew. Just as it has been argued
that the market must be seen as a postmodern market set within a
social context reconstituted by the emergence of the intellectually
trained, education must be seen to have new meanings. It is the
changed character of the educational institution, its ability to
enter the market by virtue of its newly elaborated techniques,
which marks it off from earlier educational forms, and helps to
transform the market itself. Hopes for a re-orientation of Austra
lia’s export trade by drawing on the expertise of the research
institution to produce bio-technologies is a case in point. Any
explanation of these developments which is framed within the
familiar terms of Adam Smith is bound to be flawed. An inter
pretation of contemporary forms of economic rationality needs to
be grounded in the knowledge that we have experienced a radical
break which sees the emergence of the intellectually trained
person who now fills positions in business, the bureaucracies and
the unions alike.
Economic Rationality with Hawke and Keating
An interpretation of the political developments of the 1980s must
grapple with the confusions which are easily produced by the term
‘economic rationality’ having two referents — especially where
use of the narrow understanding may be a vehicle for the con
sequences of the broader development I have described. An
interpretation of the shifts in ALP policy during this period
illustrates the point.
The Hawke years were set within these general transformations,
which are much larger than politics or political economy. Policies
reflected the general technological revolution in a variety of ways,
including Australia’s full-blown entry into the postmodern market.
These policies also worked within, and assumed without critical
insight, the stages of the money boom, which began to unwind in
October 1987.
The particular development which has allowed the Right to
recently enter the debate over economic rationality and defend
government intervention in economy and society is the range of
policies which have come to be associated with the ‘new’ Labor
Arena 98, 1992
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Party. The shift towards financial deregulation, the international
ization of the economy and the assault on tariffs, together with a
willingness to privatize statutory corporations which were formerly
key elements of a ‘socialist’ ethos, represent a major aspect of this
redirection.. But while the Right seems to have little doubt about
what these policies mean, it is a moot question as to how they
should be interpreted.
It is not difficult, of course, to see them as represendng the
narrow version of economic rationalism, especially when one adds
in the minimalist ‘social justice’ welfare orientation which was
also adopted during this period. This can be interpreted as a
straightforward rejection of the mixed economy, which was the
model for social democracy for forty years. No doubt there is
something in the view which sees the market as the key here,
albeit an expanded market. Yet if we reduce this ‘market’ to its
familiar interpretation we cannot elaborate the deeper trans
formations which carried the ALP along a definite path during the
1980s.
For example, the state interventionist policies of the ALP
during this period would seem to qualify any description of the
ALP as economic-rationalist; in fact they point to the need to re
evaluate the state in the circumstances of the new context. The
productive strategy of the ALP, detailed in documents such as
Australia Reconstructed,3 sought a high-tech transformation of the
productive economy in the face of the de-industrialization which
had begun to emerge in the early stages of the information revolu
tion. Intervention of this kind does not constitute a simple con
straint on the market. It is more like the interventionist
developmental state in Japan. In this model, government
intervenes to create a desired situation rather than to create
boundaries around sectors of the economy which are to be
regarded as non-market or ‘proto-socialist’. Certainly, as
noted above, education policies in Australia in recent years
have had this novel form of intervention at their centre. John
Dawkins’ attempt to control and shape research policy in higher
education readily springs to mind. So too does the ‘car plan’ of
John Button which has sought to remove tariffs on the importa
tion of cars in a stage-by-stage plan. The point is that the state
does not merely set the ground-rules but creatively intervenes to
bring the desired situation into being, drawing on the newly avail
able technological powers at its disposal.

3. The R eport by the Commission to Western Europe to the A C T U and
TDC, Canberra, Australian Government Publishing Service, 1987.
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Could one even begin to speak here of a postmodern state?
From such a vantage point, the shifts in Labor policy would no
longer be interpreted primarily or simply by reference to a market.
Rather we would see that the postmodern market serves first to
shake off remnants of prior ideological and social forms, especi
ally those of the labour movement of the first two-thirds of the
century. Second, it permits a new relation between ‘state’ and
‘market’ in the shape of the new economic rationality fuelled by
the information revolution. To now view the likely strategies of
the Keating Labor Government in the circumstances of economic
collapse as a return to Keynesianism, intertwined with a pro
tectionist ‘socialism’, or as a turn away from economic rationality,
is to seriously misread the nature of the change which will
continue to unfold.
The relevance of a new form of interpretation which can crit
ique the economic rationality of Labor also can be drawn on to
clarify certain features of social change during the 1980s. This is
especially so in relation to the nature of employment, levels of
‘unemployment’, and the changed character of social divisions.
It was always difficult during the 1980s to differentiate between
the effects of the fundamental restructuring which accompanied
the emergence of the postmodern social form and the effects of
the money boom. This was because the restructuring under the
influence of the information revolution promised two contradictory
things: on the one hand, the glitter and fleeting stimulation of the
consumption lifestyle — a way of living which, at least initially, is
very attractive to most people; and on the other, a development in
the economy which would mean that employment on the scale of
the past thirty years could not possibly be maintained. That is, the
era of full employment must end when the intellectually trained
and their technologies displace stage by stage the industrial work
ing class. Needless to say these contradictory implications have
not been specific to Australia. They have carried the crisis which
has now moved into the foreground in societies around the world.
But economic rationality has a specific history in Australia and
this is my immediate concern.
In a general sense for the ALP the money boom tended to make
up for what restructuring took away. At least the full implications
of the ALP’s policies were made inaccessible by the effects of the
money boom. This certainly was an important aspect of the appar
ent acceptability of the policies within the Labor Party. To pursue
a programme which effectively decimated its working-class con
stituency, a programme which can be described as the victory of
the intellectually trained over the established working class, reArena 98, 1992
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quired that the full impact of those policies not be known, even to
their architects. This covering over of an emerging reality was
achieved by the apparent multiplication of jobs during the 1980s,
which were in fact a consequence of the money boom, a multipli
cation which made the consumption culture of the emerging
society available to significant numbers of people. In other words,
Bob Hawke thought he could return Australia to full prosperity
and full employment and, while from time to time the facts
suggested that this was a possibility, we can now see he was riding
on a wave of contradictory processes. The results of the working
through of the more basic developments now face us wherever we
turn.
Evidence is now emerging which allows us to better comprehend
the characteristics of the structural changes which proceeded in
the midst of the money boom. In a recent article in the New York
Review of Books, Robert Heilbroner shows how the boom was
actually covering up for a real decline in wage incomes in the
United States.4 In 1990 real weekly income was 19 per cent below
the level of 1973. Family incomes were steady during this period
but only because more members of the family unit chose or were
forced to work. But even this steady income was deceptive, for it
is only the highest tenth of family incomes which rose during this
time (up 16 per cent). All other categories of income fell. The
lowest tenth of family incomes fell by 15 per cent (to US$3500).
Even the ‘upper middle class’ fell by 2 per cent compared to ten
years earlier.
Another report on employment in Australia by Bob Gregory
also illustrates the shifts which have occurred in employment.5
In short, he tells us that middle-income earners are being ‘pushed
into low-income groups, and that the unemployed are competing
for jobs with an increasingly more qualified workforce’. He pre
sents statistics which show that since 1976 the middle 60 per cent
range of incomes has only seen an expansion of jobs by oneseventh of all job growth. On the other hand, jobs for the bottom
20 per cent range of incomes expanded by one-half of all new
jobs and the top 20 per cent of incomes accrued over two-sevenths
of all new jobs.
The various ways in which this restructuring proceeded in the
midst of what was certainly a boom in some sectors of the econ4. ‘Lifting the Silent Depression’, N ew York Review of Books, 24 October
1991, p. 6.
5. Reported in The Weekend Australian, 30 November-1 December 1991,
p. 6.
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omy remain to be fully delineated. One can point to the growing
tendency towards part-time work, and one can see the ways in
which the undermining of awards via the concept of multi-skilling
made their contribution. In the United States, where there is no
effective minimum wage and $4 an hour is common enough for a
large sector of the working population, one can see foreshadowed
the prospect for Australian workers if the Liberal Party succeeds
in its attack on the minimum wage.
But the major point here is that this is an outcome which is
structured by the forms of development which now typify the
social order, where an understandable search for productivity
is translated simply into high-tech solutions which carry a
profound social dualism: the old productive tasks are eaten away
and the relatively small number of restructured tasks are filled by
the intellectually trained; growing numbers of socially redundant
people eke out an existence as best they can at the margins of the
society and are used by capital to force down wage conditions
generally. The collapse of the money boom of the 1980s further
exposes these structural tendencies, for it brings to the surface the
real decline in purchasing power inherent in these shifts. The new
society is one where consumption as a value and as a way of
relating to others is more widely diffused than ever, but it is a
value which can hardly be consummated outside the circles of
the rich and the intellectually trained.
Fighting Back With John Hewson
A certain innocence permeated the initial elation which followed
the release of Fightback!. It is hard to see in the document any
central rationale; we are promised a return from the edge of
the abyss by means of a few technical flourishes. Essentially, Hew
son promises to put money back in our pockets just when the
desperation of the economic collapse is becoming unbearable. But
how is this to be achieved? By the re-arranging of taxes and the
slashing of government expenditure by $10 billion. No matter that
tax re-arrangements largely only redistribute the burden.6 We have

6. Tax re-arrangements could conceivably make a difference to saving and
investment patterns over a long period of time. This would be worth
doing, but is only a small part of the crisis which faces the country.
The unreality which characterizes our cultural assumptions about how
we should live must be the centre o f any serious proposal for change,
for as long as we remain committed to present levels of consumption
we will remain committed to the emergent society which leaves society
so radically divided. If we turn to a consumption tax in the era of an
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not yet felt the burden of the consumption tax, but those of us
who are still employed do know what the new marginal rates on
income will mean. And the $10 billion cut in government expendi
ture (one-tenth of all government expenditure), which is abso
lutely essential to make the strategy work is, so far, just a figure.
It is at present difficult to evaluate what such a cut will mean in
terms of services and employment, or for human distress and
social unrest.
Commentators have good reason to express scepticism towards
these simple solutions which lie at the heart of the strategy. Those
who have claimed that there is a sleight of hand in the calculations
which support Fightback! —• especially in respect of ‘bracket
creep’ in personal taxation — are probably right. But rather than
try to match economic models and calculations with such com
ments here, I will concentrate on the meaning of Fightback! in
cultural-political terms.
The enthusiastic acceptance of Fightback! is something of a
surprise given that the concept of economic rationality has suffered
dearly since the record fall on Wall Street in October 1987. The
heroes of the money boom, those who practised the optimism of
the smart deal, are now booed rather than respected in public
fora today. The financial scandals which have brought companies
down and governments to their knees world-wide continue to
shape a critical wariness towards the canons of economic ration
ality. They have even produced a new moralism, though not
necessarily a deep-going moral reflection on the crisis of the
times. In other words, given the state of the economy today,
economic rationalism is often associated with failure. For Austra
lia, there is also the case of New Zealand — a sign for
Australia of what happens when a market-oriented conservative
party displaces an economically rational labour party. In New
Zealand there is no ambiguity; simplistic market policies have
plunged the economy into a vicious depression.
At a glance, one element in Fightback!, and one alone, appears
to make all the difference in turning around this antipathy towards
economic rationalism: the putting together of a tax strategy which
appears to throw off the burden of many taxes, especially income
taxes, across all social strata.
internationalized economy where exports will not be taxed — the great
‘breakthrough’ of Fightback! — who will carry the tax burden of an
economy increasingly oriented to the export trade? If this is the cost of
entering the ‘world economy’ should we not think a little more
carefully?
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If that were all that was involved in the initial reception of the
Liberal-National Party plan, there probably would be few long
term implications for politics. An initial exuberance would be
likely to be displaced by a more sober evaluation. Maybe
this will be the reality, but we must keep in mind the fragility of a
public faced with desperate circumstances, experiencing what may
well come to be known as a profound social upheaval. We cannot
afford a superficial response when we are speaking of the shatter
ing and reshaping of people’s life-worlds, yet about this people
typically defer any recognition.
Living the consequences of the contradictions of the emergent
society, the public is especially vulnerable. Having believed the
promise of a way of life which would combine a heightened
individuation generated by the medium of the image and an
expanded consumption of commodities; having allowed its hopes
to be so structured and then being confronted with the prospect of
a future of little material well-being, the public is radically open
to suggestion. In these circumstances one could speak of a dis
position to believe in the simple solution.
In short, to make the claim that a thorough orientation towards
the market, combined with a variety of tax re-arrangements, will
restore our ability to consume, to achieve full employment and
prosperity generally, rests on a radical simplification of the causes
and effects of the crisis. It gains credence only because we cannot
bear not to believe it. Much the same could be said about Labor’s
self-serving claims through the 1980s that it would restore full
prosperity. But this critique gains more force now as the passions
accompanying the personal experience of social change are forced
to the surface. Radical simplification is politically irresponsible;
it will only lead to further social distress and disruption. It will
certainly inflame political passions. Here the targeting of ‘middle
Australia’ is of special significance.
Clearly Fightback! was going to seize on the state of the econ
omy to make its claims. The Liberal opposition has had to sit
through eight years of public approval of Labor’s economic
strategy. That Labor was able to convince both the public and
capital that it was bringing about a return to prosperity, despite
signs in the levels of external debt and the balance of trade that
any prosperity could only be tenuous, was a shattering experience
for the Liberals. But Fightback! does not only seek to restore
prosperity in generalized terms, it also specifically recognizes the
decline of ‘middle Australia’ over the last decade which I dis
cussed in the preceding section. Its task, then, is to develop a con
vincing theory of the reasons for such a collapse and a practical
strategy to address the situation.
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But it is no surprise that the document resorts to rhetoric on
this crucial and emotive issue. It is totally unconvincing to suggest
that the Liberals will be able to mount a strategy that will restore
the situation of ‘middle Australia’ and confront the growing dual
ism which characterizes postmodern society. The strategy in no
way seeks to confront the developmental processes which generate
this dualism, resorting to an unconvincing attempt to slate all
blame back to Labor’s policy. Indeed Fightback! only duplicates
elements of this policy. In effect, Fightback! carries hidden
assumptions of the larger canvas of contemporary economic
rationality while confining itself to proposing forms of market
relations which will leave helpless those cast aside by the emergent
society. Fightback! will only exacerbate existing social divisions.
It is yet another example of a political approach which will
achieve the opposite of its stated objectives. It survives at all only
because of the complexity and desperation of the times.

During the course of the 1980s, political debate lost many of its
familiar points of orientation. Labor cast aside any allegiance to a
labour movement which sought forms of co-operation that
attempted to constrain the workings of the market. Indeed, along
with the collapse of all ‘actually existing’ forms of socialism.
Labor’s new accommodation with the ‘market’ has thrown political
categories into disarray. One can still differentiate between John
Hewson’s economic rationality and that of Labor in their respec
tive evaluations of the state, but the state, too, can be seen to be
pursuing new strategies. Putting aside the background concern of
the state with social order, the state no longer pursues policies
which seek to secure sectors of economic and social fife against
the calculus of the market. Rather, the state is now an agent of
economical rationality in the broad sense in which I have devel
oped the term. For Labor, state intervention is justified if it helps
secure a sustainable entry into the market. Can we recognize in
this the emergence of a new ‘state rationality’; a rationality within
which the term ‘economic’ itself breaks with any conception
classical liberal economics might have accorded to the minimalist
state?
It could be said that Paul Keating’s deregulation of the financial
system, thus submitting it to the logic of international finance, was
rather crude and insensitive compared to the attempts of John
Dawkins to introduce into higher education a high-tech productive
and market orientation. To this point one would have to say that
in the round both interventions have been unsuccessful, but
Keating’s strategy was in fact more like Hewson’s: throw the
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economy to the hounds and announce the arrival of a new pros
perity. However, in both the Keating and Dawkins examples the
postmodern market calculus reigns supreme.
Into these political reassessments we now have another inter
vention, this time from the Right. No doubt sustained by the
collapse, for the time being, of any credible challenge from the
Left on these issues, the conservative Right feels the need to
differentiate itself from the economically rational project of Hewson. What is one to make of this development?
The emergence of the conservative Right is evident in a number
of countries and is a response to another level of concern which
does not lend itself to any directly economic reduction. Its intel
lectual advocates emerge with a passionate concern for the direc
tions of Australia. Foremost in their concerns are Australia’s
descent into unsustainable external debt and the decline of ‘moral
ity’, which apparently accompanies the orientation to the market.
This is a political response deeply influenced by historical forms
of conservative thought grounded in the antipathy of landed
capital towards raw money. It also seeks a role for the state:
in industry protection, in social welfare, and in the control of
finance, investment and saving. Perhaps, too, there will be a role
for the state in cultural ‘policy’.7 This is, in part, a return to an
older concept of the state, one quite different to that of Labor and
certainly to that of John Hewson. But it is also a response to
emergent economic and cultural developments, though it lacks an
interpretation of them. It simply knows what it is against: liberal
economic rationality.
Fightback! recognizes the emergence of this grouping on the
Right which is vigorously attacking its core faith in the role of the
market. It even makes some gestures which recognize the critique
of the ‘amorality’ of economic rationalism: ‘A decent society must
be based on a strong sense of fair and ethical dealing and a com
mitment to the interests of the community beyond the market
place’. But these are merely rhetorical gestures. Such statements
have no force within the larger argumentation of the document,
and in any case are completely buried by the claim that without
the individuality of the market there would be no morality:
‘Because markets are based on voluntary co-operation and

7. A s Robert Marine puts it in The Weekend Australian, ‘How far should
we regulate the distribution of drugs, pornography and firearms? How
far should we try to regulate corporate behaviour? How far should we
defer to individual interests alone in the questions of abortion, euthan
asia and genetic engineering?’, 18-19 January 1992, p. 29.
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decentralized decision-making, they also create the only conditions
in which a moral community can emerge and be sustained’. Such
arguments are of more interest for the signs of divisions on the
Right than for any considered practical commitments.
Yet the emergence of the conservative Right is significant.
Implicitly, and often explicitly, it is a sign of the seriousness of
the crisis and of the transformations of the last decade. It is hard
not to feel that part of the agenda of this grouping is to bring to
ground the naivety of the Hewson form of economic rationality,
especially its lack of recognition of the repressive role of the state
in times of national crisis.
Nevertheless the critique of the conservative Right remains
focused through the narrow conception of economic rationality. It
is against the market solution. Other than its concern for the
remnants of ‘marxism’ within the universities and the liberatory
ideologies of the intellectuals as the ‘new class’, it shows no recog
nition of the role of intellectual practice and the intellectually
trained in the material upheavals of the last decade, even though
— especially in their consequences for morality — they are
changes of which it clearly disapproves. It would therefore seem
to have no policy other than a return to a powerful state which
would be all the more able to take advantage of the information
and communications revolution and the implicit assumptions of
the new economic rationality in these circumstances.
Conclusion
A rounded response to the present crisis will only emerge from a
theory of the processes which generated it. The argument has been
that the crisis can only be understood through a radical re-inter
pretation of economic rationality, one which is filled out in terms
of the triumph of the intellectually trained over the ways of the
old working class and, although this is not the focus of this article,
over the historically received understanding of capital as well.
The economic crisis, which will probably come to be known as a
depression, is also a cultural crisis: a crisis of development and
for social practices generally as Australia’s rulers respond to
changes which affect the international scene generally. The
economic crisis, it is being suggested, is more than ‘economic’; it
calls for a far more searching response than that which a few
technical flourishes or changes in ‘policy instruments’ can supply.
It runs to the heart of the transformations of the social structure
over the last decade, in particular the cultural contradiction which
typifies the emergent postmodern social form: the generation of
social relations of consumption which are insatiable, on the one
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hand,8 and productive settings which cannot offer a place to more
than a segment of the working population, on the other.
The narrow form of economic rationality naively proposed by
John Hewson is set within a broader context which implicitly
shapes the meaning of economic rationality today. Fightback! will
worsen the crisis. Social unrest, the first eruption of the new social
divisions, is already with us; it does not require the situation to
deteriorate. But if it does worsen, any claim of innocence, while
true enough in some limited sense, will scarcely do more than
serve to illustrate that those who ignore the tide of events are
borne away on it.
If critiques of the new forms capital has taken in its alliance
with the intellectually trained do emerge, they can have no ‘quick
fix’ as their object. There is no arcadia of prosperous consumption
ahead except for restricted strata; we need to enter into an
exploratory process of critique with a long-term practical and
theoretical perspective.
In the postmodern social form one must acknowledge the reality
of the postmodern market and state. For those seeking a politics
able to place co-operative relations at its core, the modern politi
cal debate over state versus market provides few leads. Certainly
both state and market will continue to be realities, but for the
time being the question is how both can be constrained. This is to
call for forms of cultural development which will take many gener
ations to develop. Not only must the relations between strata be
reconstructed at a cultural and economic level, but so must our
conceptions of what constitutes a prosperous and productive econ
omy. The intellectually trained have shown us the bare realities of
the technological revolution. Now the question of how to combine
the cultural insights of postmodernity, especially the reflexivity it
offers and which is a genuine gain for humanity, with modes of
production which allow a decent place for all in the social struc
ture, moves into the foreground. If implicitly the economy was
always a ‘category of culture’, one consequence of the information
revolution is the clarity with which this relationship may now be
seen. We now know that under the conditions of some cultural
revolutions the economy can permanently cast whole populations
aside.

8. Insatiable in the sense that they create ‘demand’ without ‘supply’ but
also in a more basic sense: they take the form of relations between self
and other which by their nature are unsatisfactory. This is to say that
the commodity fetish comes to be at the centre of our lives.
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A central question for us now is how sections of the intellec
tually trained can gain insight into these relations, and by drawing
upon a now subordinate tradition within the intellectual culture9,
find the resources to think and act on behalf of society, putting
aside the temptation simply to act as a constituency in its own
right. How can sections of the intellectually trained join with
those whom their distinctive practice now makes socially re
dundant and so agitate for, as well as enact, an alternative?
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